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MINIMIZE LOADING DOCK ACCIDENTS

Introducing a heavy-duty trailer stand that provides a safe, secure support when placed under a
spotted semi-trailer at the loading dock. Rite-Hite's TS-2000 Trailer Stand is a rugged trailer
support that helps make your loading dock safer.

HELPS PREVENT TRAILER UP-ENDING

When fork trucks load at the front of trailers,
the trailer can become nose heavy and tip.
This hazardous situation can be prevented
by using the TS-2000 Trailer Stand.

PREVENTS LANDING GEAR COLLAPSE

They are offered mainly in green or white
colour, others on special order. Construction
elements are 40mm thick, the door leaf
10mm. All is monted on our best stainless
steel angle frame. As a standard they are
equipped with plastic window in rubber
frame.

IMPROVED ERGONOMICS AND
EASE-OF-OPERATION

Always ready-to-use crank, and longer and
wider positioning handles help ensure
proper use of the trailer stand.

Easy to move and operate, this trailer safety
system meets or exceeds requirements of:

  OSHA Regulation 1910.178
  TTMA Technical Bulletin No. 57
  AIAG Shipping

Rite-Hite TS-2000 Trailer Stand is placed at the nose
of spotted trailers, helping to prevent accidents caused
by trailer up-ending and landing gear collapse.
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SPECIFICATIONS

 Static Load Capacity: 45,400kg
 Overall height retracted: 1060mm
 Overall height extended: 1400mm
 Reduced height options available
 Crank turns per inch of travel: 4
 Weight: 100kg
 405mm long positioning handles
 3-Year Warranty

OSHA REGULATION

1910.178 (k) (3) Fixed jacks may be
necessary to prevent up-ending during
loading and unloading when trailer is
not coupled to tractor.

TTMA TECHNICAL BULLETIN NO. 57

2.1 The purpose of this bulletin is to
emphasize the potential of trailer nose
diving or tail diving under certain
conditions of loading and unloading and provide guidelines for reducing this danger by the use of
stabilizing devices whenever the trailer is not supported by a tractor or converter dolly.

3.1.1 It is recommended that an adequate stabilizing device or devices be employed at the front
of the trailer in all cases where a trailer is being loaded of unloaded with the trailer resting on its
support legs rather than on a tractor fi�h wheel or converter dolly.

PREVENT LANDING GEAR COLLAPSE AND TRAILER UPENDING

An unsupported spotted trailer can collapse with the fork truck and driver inside, creating a
potentially hazardous situation.

150mm x 760mm top plate

Longer and wider handles
for easy positioning

Heavy, 140mm 
square tubular
construction

Single speed 300mm crank.
 Always in position, ready-to-use
 Easier operation helps ensure
     proper use, increasing safety
 Minimizes maintenance

Large 405mm x
510mm base pad

Four drain holes
prevent water
collection

405mm diameter, solid rubber
tires/foot bar combination for
easy handling on any surface
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